
Art 

Year 7 Term 3 – Summer Exam/Aboriginal Art 
Learning Objective 
 

 

A.O.3 – To skilfully record observations and ideas 
through drawing.  (To use a range of drawing techniques 
to record first hand from direct observation) 

A.O.4 – To present a personal and meaningful final outcome 
which realizes intentions. 

Learning Outcome Task 1: To develop a sensitive and accurate drawing 
from direct observation. 

Task 2: To produce a painting  which shows understanding of visual language 

and clearly links to artists’ research and key concepts relating to Aboriginal 

art. 

Descriptor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exceptional Students have confidently used a range of pencil techniques to 

record what they see.  (mark making/tone/quality of line). 

The drawing is very well developed and very carefully observed.   

The student has demonstrated that they can record sensitively and 

in detail. 

Outline, shape, features are in proportion and have been recorded 

very accurately. 

The painting is highly confident and resolved. 

There are very clear links to Aboriginal Art and the student has understood 

key concepts such as simplification, pattern/Symbolism. 

The composition is highly original  and very well developed. 

The student has used paint skilfully.  Colour combinations are considered 

(used to create mood/atmosphere/balance/contrast) and the student has 

painted with control and precision. 

Good Students have used a range of pencil techniques to 
record what they see (mark making/tone/quality of 
line). 
The drawing is well developed and carefully observed. 
The outline, shape, features are ‘more or less’ in 
proportion and have been accurately recorded.  

The painting is resolved and well executed. 

There are clear links to Aboriginal art and the student has understood key 

concepts such as pattern,  simplification of shape, symbolism. 

The composition is well developed and interesting. 

The student handles paint well (in a controlled manner).  Colours have been 

mixed and students have been selective. 

Developing Students have used some pencil techniques to record 
what they see (mark making/tone/quality of line). 
The drawing has been developed in places but some 
areas could be developed further. 
Some elements of the drawing have been recorded 
accurately but some parts may be out of proportion or 
lack detail. 

Students have developed a final painting which does show some links to 

Aboriginal art.  There are elements which show understanding of key 

concepts (pattern/simplification/symbolism) 

The composition/idea has been developed and is quite interesting although 

there are areas which could be refined. 

The student has demonstrated some control with paint and made a good 

attempt at mixing a range of colours but there are elements which could be 

improved (more precision and control). 

 Foundation Students have attempted to use some pencil techniques 
to record what they see (mark making/tone/quality of 

line). 
There has been some attempt at recording detail but 
parts of the drawing look plain and unfinished. 
Some parts of the drawing are out of proportion and 
could be more carefully observed. 

Students have started a painting but there are areas which could be 

developed in more detail.   

Some parts of the painting have been simplified and developed using 

pattern but overall the composition could be more interesting and show 

stronger links with Aboriginal art. 

There have been some attempts made to control paint and mix colours but 

in places paint work can appear ‘messy’.  Edges and shapes could be more 

carefully painted. 

 

 


